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INTRODUCTION

This publication is based on a series of 18-regional work-

shops for school psychologists on assessment of visually

handicapped students. The workshops were held ovar a

period of three years under a grant from the Bureau of

Education for Handicapped. The Model is intended as

a resource for persons with the prerequisite expertise

,and experience in work With blind and visually handicapped

children, who may wish to use it as an aid in organizing,

their own presentations.

The Workshop Model describes the workshop's as they were

held under this particular program. The audience consisted
4

of school psychologists with varying degrees of experience

with blind and visually handicapped students, ranging from

none to many years of work in schools for the blind. :The

length of each workshop was two and a half days (see Appendix

I for sample agendas). Both the type of audience and the

length of time at your disposal may be different. What

the Model attempts to do is to(describe the contents and

the rationale for their selection in Such a way that portions

may be omitted or emphasis.shifted in relation to your

requirements. In addition, each segment of the. contents

is followed by a list of the materials pertinent to it,

1



sc that adaptations ,of content can be more easily related

to selection of materials.

While the text, wfth the exception of one chapter, and

the compilation of th6 Workshop Modql is the work of the

project co=dinator, the creation of the Model is actually

the outcome of the Cooperation of many dndividuals. The

workshops on which it is baded were developed by the two

workshop leaders, Dr.- joan B. Chase and Dr. John L. Morse,

while the concept of the workshop program itself was orig-

inated by the project director, Dr. Susan Jay Spungin.

The workshop contents and materials have been developed

and refined over the duration of the project on the basis

of suggestions from the workshop participants and'in a

continuicig process xpf cooperation b,etween.the workshop

leaders and'the project coordinator. The criticisms and

suggestions of the workshop participants were ektremely

, valuable to'us and'I take this opportunity to thank them

for their Contributions.

The kit of workdhop Materials which accompanies the Workshop

Model consists of some of the reprints from the participants'

kits provided at our workshops. All of these.may be repro-
.

duced for distribution to the participants of any workshop

presented with the aid of the Workshop Model. No further



authorization is needed for the use of this material

provided it is distributed without charge or on the basis

of the cost of reproduction. While most of the reprints

are from publications of the American Foundation for the

Blind, a few are from other sources. We wish to thank

editors of the DVH Newsletter, the Education of the

Visually Handicapped and the Scjzool Psychology Digest

aswell as the author's, David H., Warren; Ph.D., M. Beth

Langley, Natalie C. Barraga, Ph.D. and Mary K. Bauman

for their kind permission to include them in the Workshop

Model kit.

3



WORKSHOP .CONTENTS

The-purpose of our workshops was to enable school, psycho-

logists to perform their functions effectively with blind or

visually handicapped students. The focus was on assessment,

but other functions wer6 covered also. These included pri-

marily translating the results of assessment into educaticnal

terms, particularly the as well as counseling, cooper-

ation with other professionals within the school system, work

with families of the visually handicapped students and use of

outside resources at both community and national levels.

,
The materials used at thelworkshops in the kits provided

to the participants and in the literature display are listed

1
in Appendix II and Appendix III respectively. The items on the

5

two lists are all numbered and in the description of workshop

contents, itemi relevant to the topics under discussion are
4/

specified by list and nUmber. The issue of materials is dis-
,

cussed more fully in the chapter on Workshop Materials.

Background

It was felt that before assessment per se could be dis-

cussed, an understandingof various aspects of vision loss had

to be provided. There, are several distinct areas tO this topic.

The firstaf these is an,overview of attitudes to the Lost

of vision on the part of society at large, parentt, teachers,

4



peers, the visually handicapped themselves and last but

not least the psychologist Who is being introduced to work

with visually impaired clientd. The film "What Do You Do

When You See a Blind Person?" is useful in that it deals

with the issues in a humorous fashion that tends to reduce

tension and open up discussion. The importance of this

topic is tWO fold,, both in relation to the attitudes, con-

scious or otherwise, of the participants themselves and

in providing an understanding of the socially generated

aspects of visual handicap. List A: 1, 4', 7, 8, List B:

2, 20.

Another area iS that the varioUs kinds of vision

loss, degree of toss, etiologies including those which

involve additional impairments, the nature of the remain- .

ing vision, if any, age of onset, prognosis and educational

implications. The film "Not Without Sight" defines several

major types of severe visual impairment and attempts to

lustrate the,very different kinds of residual vision

hich result from them. A simulatipn experience in which

the particip,ants wear occluders and goggles simulating

various kinds of vision loss can add to their understanding

of the perceptual aspects of visual impairment, althotigh

it in 'no wei'y simulates the full impact Of vision loss With

its permanence and emotional and social aspects. The

simulation experience should be carefully structured and is
;

5



discussed in the chapter on Simulation of Visual Conditions

bg Johr7L.-Morse. ListIA: '2,910,11,12,20,34. List B:

8,12,17,18,20,29.,33,3

The third major area is the effect of visual'impair-

,
merit on development. The bulk of research material avail-

able is on the effects of total congenital blindness.

While this along with normai. child develoPment Prdvides a

basis for discussion, effects of different kinds and levels

of vision loss and age at Onset need to be included as well

as multiple handicaps. The areas of development include

cognitive development, social maturity, language develop-

ment, self-concept and body image. Factors affecting de-

velopment in addition to sensory impairment include parental

reaction,possible social isolation and experiential depriv-

ation. List A, 1,4,8,13,14,15,16,38,63. List B:' 2,3,4,7,

11,120,23,34.

'Finally, an overview of, educational services for the

visua1lyhandicapped provide both a context for the role

of the school'psychologist and information on the variety

of services, teaching techniques and materials and devices

which. have been developed to facilitate the education

of visually handicapped students. The film "No Two Alike"

deals with mainstreaming visually handicapped aind blind

students into the feguiar school system. ,JIn addition we

have developed a videotape presentation by Dr. Susan JaY

Spungin on education of the visually handicapped which

6



provides a more in-depth treatment of some aspects of the

subject. 15t A: 3,4.1.<17,18,20,21,22,23,,24,25, List

B;

Assessment 1k.

Assessment was the central issue of the workshop. To

,s

, deal with it Comprehensively requires both some ,general

discussion and focussing on some very specific material ,

such as individual tests and case histories. Tolcs

huiring a general,overview include: the advantages and

disadvantages of.using standard tests and tests specific-

' ally developed for the visually handicapped, the question

of' modification pf testing procedures when standard tests

are used and of the problem of the meaning of test scores

when obtained under such modified conditions or for tests

developed in reference to a visually handicapped population

only. Another area for general discussion is rapport with

the visually handicapped student, his/her needs to be

oriented to the locale and the testing situation and finaliy

the relatiop cf the degree and nature of the client's re-

,
maining vision, if any, to selection of instruèents and

conditions, such as lighting and timing, under which they

are to be administered. List A: 13,16,27,28,29,30,31,32,

33,34,35,36,37,38,54,57,58,59. List B: 5,10,14,19,22,26,36.

Review (4various asseSsment instruments and techniques

is one of the key concerns of the participants and should

be as complete and specific as ssible. These include

7
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4-tandard tests-such as the Wechsler, the Leiter, the ITPA

and,the Bender and tests develooed for use with the

blind and visuarly haniticapped such'as the, Perkins-Binet,

the Blind Learning'Aptitude Test, the Tactile Test of Basic

Concepts (ainalog to the Boehm)., the Saptic,Intelligence

Scale for Adult Blind and the Maxfield-auchholz Social

Maturity Scale. The strengths and weaknesses of each test

when used with the visually handicapped need to be,dis-

cussed as well as adaptations which can be made for such

use and their consequences in terms of the meaningfulness

of test results. -List A: 24,31,32,36,39,40,46,47,48,49,

50,54,55,-List B:' 4,14,19,22,23.

There is a tendency among many participants to look

for-a test battery which would resolve their problems in

assessing visually handicapped and,blind children. While

it should be tade clear that this is an "itpossible dream".

both because of the state of the art and because of the

nature of the population, which is heterogeneous in so many

respects, a maximum ofj)ractical applicability should be

aimed at in'presenting this material. We hafe tried to

achieve this by showing a number of tests developed for

use with the visuall handicapped and videotapes of portions

of actual testing se sions with a number of children wi.th

various kinds of visual impairments, some with multiple

handicaps. Case reports on the children shown on video-

411
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, tape were provided to the participants. The participants

were also given sample forms for sone of the instruments

under discussion. List A: 41 through45,51,52,53.

It should be noted th, at all handouts whether lists

of assessment instruments, test forms, discussioh summaries

or case reports become more meaningful and have more

,

, impact when they are actively used during the workshop.

Unless they are discussed during the presentation their,

usefulness as lost to a considerable eXtent.
4.

TwO recurring critidisms of this portion ofthe work-

shop have beenthe'length 'ofthe videotape segments in

relation to the concepts illustrated and the fact that

the-participants would have liked to have some hands-,on

experience with the tests under discussion. The tapes

were Shortened considerably from their oriy0.nal length and

further condensation'Vould probably give a distorted pic-

turt of the testing situetion. The problem is rather in

the very passive rOld of:the worksho0 participants during

this part of the program.. Actual testing experience might

be provided in workshopS held as in-service training in.

SChools where Visually handicapped children are available.

As a partial spbstitute, we have added a small-group Ac-r

k

tivitY in which the participants are given data including .

an,eye report, on:four different children. Four grfups

of participants develop evaluations and recommendations

for these sample cases. They then report to a joint session



where their cOnclusiona are discussed by all the parti-

cipants and the workshop leader. The four case studies

and a list of .questioni to be included with each, iS

in the Workshop Model kit as a single unit (A 26). This
,

material is intended to'be typical Of information that

would be provided upon referral. The eye reports are

ot
replicas froa aCtual cases and are not examples of an

ideal eye re ort. In ubSequent workshops Dr. Morse
,

,

,

intrOduCed tw A mariations on this approach. He used

four actual cases from his own practice and presented,

them at the beginning of the first session on assessment

although the, actual small group activity was held afte

the laSt session on assessment. This'timing encouraged

the participants to relate the intervening preSentations

to concrete 'problems of'assessment, while the use of

actual cases,enabled him to relate the participants,' re-
,

commendations to actUal findingsand outcomes. List A:, 26.

Utilization of Assessment kesults

Eddcation: There are two asoects to'this as far

cas formulation of educational implications are.Concerned.

One is the role of the school Achologist in'the form-

ulation of the IEP.. This varies 'from state to state and

is not related to visual impairment per se. It is a

question to which some time mi.ght be devoted, probably
6

in the form of ageneral discussion with the participants

rather than a presentation by the workshop leader. The

10



other aspect is translation of the psychologist's

findings into educational terms'. This involves both

cooperation with teachers, particularly the teacher

of visually handicapped and some aWareness of teaching

technique's, materialstl4and other resoUrces available

in the field of education of the visually handicapped.

Material preSented in the introductory session on

special education is relevant here. This aspect of

the psychologist's task should be. addressed by the

woricshop leader. Also, at,some of our third yetis work.-

shop's, we had the opportunity to add a .presentation

by an educator-of the visually handicapped to the

program. The contents of the presentati-on varied but

,in each case they citributed an additional dimension

to thiS topit.

List Ar 4,9,15,16,17,1821,23,4,38. List B: 6,7,13,
AA

15,17,32,3,36,37.

Counseling

Those aspects of counseling which need to be dis-

cussed relate back to the aspects of visual impairment ,

and its effects alreadymentioned in,the description '

of background information on visual handicap and blind-

nesg. Particularly the reactions tb t#e child's viUal'

impairment by family and significant others as well as

the child himself/herself and the possible isolation

and/or experiential deprivation resulting_from visual

impairment. List A: 7,13414,38,61,62,-63. List,B: 2,

25,30,31,34,36.



Vocational GuYdance

While this,is not uSUally part of the school bsych-
.

logist's role, the question of the student't futule

beyond the confine of the schoo Should be discussed.

While formal votational guidant may be 'done by a

counselor, an assessment ofthe student's functioning

is incomplete if it does not-include his ability to

function in life as a 'whole rather than merely to

achieve an' acceptable scholasticjperformance. List A:

23,24,29,54,64. List B: 1,21,24,29.

Use of Outside Resources

In relation to edUcation, counseling and vocational
4'

guidance the participants should be made aware of both

national and community resources whi can be called-

upon for the benefit of the visually handicapped students

and their faMiliesIsuch'as the American Printing House

for the Blind, the National Association of ParentS of.

the Visually Impaired, local'agencies for the blind

and schools for the blind and non-specialized community

organizations. While,actual provision of services may

be arranged by other professionals some knowledge of

options and resources' if necessary for both informed

cooperation with colleagues and counseling of clients.

L13t A: ,List B: 9,17,20,27.

12



WQRKSHOP MATERIALS

Listings of all the materials used in the original

workshops project are included as Appendices 11,111 and

IV. ,These lists are intended as.an example and a source

of information and ideas. You will probably chOose to

add, subtract or substitute.

The sources of our materials are listed at the end
41.

of this chapter. .In addition a copy of the Catalog of

Publications of the American Foundation for the Blind

is included in the Workshop Model kit. Besides a com-

plete listing of AFB publications it contains information

on the Miguel Memorial Library located at the Foundation.

The Library may be a useful resource in planning your

workshop. 4

Many of the reprints used in the participants'krn

are included in the Workshop Model kit. All of these may

be reproduced for use at workshops developed with the

aid of this publication if they are provided to the

participants either free of charge or at the cost of re-

production.

Participants' kits

The literature and handouts contained in the parti-

cipants' kits are listed in Appendix II (List A) . They

were assembled from various sources and fell into several

categories.



Some w re Very specific to our own workshopand

workshop leader . The sample reports (A41 through45),'

which went with the videotapes used in out Program and

not available for use outside our workshops, fell into

this category. There would be no point in providing

these and they, are listed merely as an example of the

kind of material you-may want to develop for your own

workshop.

The handouts prepared by Dr. Chase and Dr. Morse

(A55 through 62) were used to assist in the discussion

of certain topics. They are included,as a single unit

in the Workshop Model kit. You are welcome to reproduce

or adapt any of these items which would fit into your'

own presentation.

The case material (A26) used for the Small group-
'

activity in which the participants deVeloped asSes ent

strategies and recommendations for a'specific;ftkil is

also included.in the Workshop Model kit. Here again, you

are welcome to reproduce this material. An alternative

suggedted by some participants would be to,use your own

materlals,on.actual cases. This woula enable you to'

compare the suggestions of, the Participants to the actual

assessment. In addition, you could then have a second

phase to the small group actiVity in which the partici-

/
pants would develop educatio 1 recommenaations on the

14



basis of the actual assessment results.

The forms usea with the Maxfield-Buchholz Scale of

Social Maturity and the Perkins-Binet were included in

(::::t
participants' kits,-(A51 through 53),. These are avail:-

le from the publishers, if desired. The same applies
4

to the eye report form (A10). The American Printing,

ouse for the Blind provided items A18 through 21 , which

a e free, and The Visually Impaired Child by Carol Halliday

(A14) which was $1.25 at the time of writing. The Hand-

book for Teachers of the Visually Handicapped was out of

print at the time of our project. We reproduced pp. 13-19,

26-44 and 80-95 for use at our workshops (A9). The Hand-

book is now available again as of the summer of 1981 from

the American Printing'House for the Blind. Among other

excelleni material it contains a chapter on the eye 'report-

which we used in the discussion of vision loss and residual

vision.-

Two of the"pamphlets.included in the kits (Al and 2)

are available from the Public Affairs Committee, Inc.

These deal with blindness and limited vision in general.

Two more specific pamphlets on cataracts and glaUcoma are

also available from the same'source. Single free copies

of all of these are also available from the American Founda-

tion for the Blind (see Catalog). However, bulk supplies

and rates are provided only by the Public Affairs Committee

15



Pamphlets from the American Foundation for the Blind

(A3,5,6 and 17) are aVailable free in single copies. So ;

is the Braille alphabet card (22) . The catalog contains

the prices for bulk orders.

.We included only two AFB books in the kits (A23 and

34) . This decision Was based on cost and ideally twO more'

should have been included: Measures of Psychological,

Vocational and EducatiOnal Functioning in the Blind and

Visually HandiCapped by'Scholl and SchnUr and the Practice ;

Report: Informal Assessment of Developmental Skills for

Visually Handicapped Students by Swallow, Mangold and

Mangold. We compromised by including a photocopy of the

introduction to the former (A30) in the kits and putting

both volumes in the display of literature (B19 and B22).

All the reprints and photocopies from publications
+4;

of the American Foundation for the Blind used in the

workshop kits are included in the Workshog Model kit, (A7,:

8,11,15,27 through 30, 32,37,38,46,47,48,54,63,64). These

may be reproduced for the.purpose of any 'workshop,developed

with'the aid of the Model without any additional per-Mission.

One item (A35) "Developmental AsseSsment of Handicapped

Infants and Young Children: with Special Attention to

the'Visually Impaired" by Joan B. Chase is also included

in the AFB Practice Report: Assessment of Visually Handi-

capped Children and Youth (A34) so you will need it only

16
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f you are not using the book. It was not in the

original participant's kits and is included in the Model

kit for your convenience. The same applies to "Psycho-

so)ii-al-Evaluation" by Saul Freedman (A24) which is an

e)cerpt from Precollege Programs for Blind and Visually

Handicapped Students (A23). Both Of these may be re-

produced for use in your workshops. The unpublished

paper "Evaluation of Severely Visually Impaired Children"

by Joan B. Chase (A33) was prepared for the American

Foundation for the Blind 50th Anniversary International

SympOsium on Science and Blindness, but only the summary

statement by Dr. Chase appeared in the resulting public-

ation, Science and Blindness. This paper as well'as

the listing of resources andJbibliography (A4) and the

sampling of tests (A40) prepared by Dr. Chase for the

regional workshop program, also may be reproduced for

,the purpose of your workshops.

The two chapterS from Individualized Program Planning

for the Visually Impaired and Multi-Hapdicapped 012 and

13) could not be included in the Workshop Mofel. The

publishers, Potential Publishing Company of Blackwood,

NJ have gone into bankruptcy and it was not possible to

obtain permission to reprint this material.

Three other papers from the original participants'

kits have been included in the Workshop Model kit:

"Cognitive Development, Assessment and the IEP" by D. H.

Warren, DVH. Newsletter (A16) , "Psychological Tests Used

'17



with Blind and Visually Handicapped Persons" by Mary

K. Bauman and C.A. Kropf, School Psychology Digest (A31)

and "Psychoeducational Assessment of the Multiply

,Handicapped Blind Child: Issues and Methods" by M.Beth

Langley, Education of the Visually Handicapped (A36).

These may be reprOduced fon use in workshops based on

the Workshop MOdel provided they are distributed free

or'at cost of reproduction. The same applies to "Sub-

tests of Evaluative Instruments Applicable for use with

Visually Handicapped Children" by B. M. Bullard and N.

Barrage which originally appeared'in Education of the

Visually Handicapped (A39) . We thank the authors and

p.11)lishers. of these materials for authorizing their use

in the Workshop Model.

Two items, A49 and A50,have not been included.

'However, single copies may be obtained from Dr. Joan B.

Chase.

Exhibit of Literature

In selecting the literature for the participants'
0

kits, we used as criteria (1) ielevance to the psychologet's,

role, especially assessMent, ,(2) manageable length, (3)

cost. In the display of literature we included public-

atiOns which.were not suitable for the participants' kits

but were considered of interest to some ot all the parti-

cipants. Some of these, as a,lreadx mentioned, we would

have liked to include in the kits but were unable to finance.

18 24;



There were also major publications (e.g. -B3, .1311, B34)

oftinterest to those participants who might-be inter-

ested in following up the workshop with in-depth study

of vistial impairment. Some gave a broader overview of

blindness in general (e.g. 82, 88). Others Were addi-,

tional material on special topics: career education (B1,

B29) . Sex education (e.q. B25, 831), Low Vision (318, 833).

motor developthent (84, 823), educaLon (e.g. 813, 832,

835-37). Finally some were included as information on

available resources (B9, B16, 827).

Essentially, the display of literature was intended

to provide an amplification on the matteriaNin the parti-

Cipants' kits.. Where the kits prov,ieled a basic minimum

of materials in concise form, the display presented

additional literature which the participantg could examine

and later Procure on th

Tests

r own if they wished.

The- tests displayed at the workshops are listed in

Appendix IV.. They were from a collection accumulated

at the Foundation, with the exception of.the Perkins

Binet which Mr. Charles Woodcock was kind enough to loan

to the-Project starting with the second year. The

workshop leaders also had some materials of their own,

which they brought to the wOrkshops.. We will not discuss

this portion of the materials further on the assumption

19



that anyone conducting this kind of workshop will have

their own,collection of instruments which they, will

present and disc.uss at the works'hop.

FdUcatonal Materials
P ,

The 'Catalog-of.Educational and Other Aids from

the ,American Printing House foT the Blind was inclu4ed

in the participants' kits (A21). This illustrated

publication provides a good-review of educational'materials

for 'blind a s: visually handicapped students. ConSequently

we only indluded the tape of compressed speech and some

thermoform sheets in the display,to give the participants

an auElitory and tactual experience of this kind of

material.'

If the opportunity exists you may wish to include

a presentation of some of the more technologically soph-

isticated aids suph as the optacon and talkihg calculatorA.

For example, &t our Pittsburgh workshop we were fortunate

to have Dr. Mary Moore demonstrate and discuss the optacon.

A new booklet describing these technologically

advAnced sensory aids is now available from the Amdrican

Foundation for the Blind. See Aids for the Eighties

p. 19 of the Catalog. Single copies are free, additional

ccpies are 65 to 7S dependiRg on amounts ordered.

Filmn

The three films used at'the workshops, "What Do YOu

Do When You See a Blind Person"?, "Not Without Sight"

20



and "No Two Alike" can ali be rented from the Amerilcan

Foundation for the Blind.. All are 16mm color film.

'For further'information on,these and other AFB films

coWtact the Film Librarian, Public Education Division;

American Foundation for the Blind, 15 West 16 Street,

New York, NY 10011.

4i For those wishing to explore the use of films

available from other sources there is a Guide to Films

about Blindness sontaining some 175 items, listed in

the Catalog of Publications enclosed in the Workshop

Model kit.

Videotapes

The videotapes of blindand visually impaired children

tested by the workshop leaders cannot be provided to,

users,of the Workshgp Model. The videotape of Dr. Spungin's

presentation on education of the visually handicapped can

be borrowd without charge from her office at the Founda-

tion, However, it was made specifically for use in the,

project workshops. Its appropriateness for other work-.

shops will have,to be determined by each prospective user.

It is in black and white on 3/4" video cassette tape.

A videotape of one of the workshops given by Dr. Morse

was made by Dr. Brenda Bailey, Getn.gia State Department

of Education. An edited version of this material, running

approximately 2 hours, will be available. It is on black

and white 1/2" reel to reel videotape. It can be obtained

on loan from Mr. Randall F. Dobbs.
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SIMULATION OF TISt,JAL CCINDITIONS
John I,: Morse, ED.D.

I Introduction -

'Simulation experiences encourage a sc,nse of sensitivity

to and awareness of the functiOn effects of a visual impair-

ment. ,Accordingly, ,this paper 4ttempts to describe the
e,

equipment, materialS and process employed over the past two

years in Workshops for ,SChool'PsYchologists to increase.their
A

understanding of various 14sual impairments as they affect

the functional life of cliens'they will be-requested to

assess. The simulation experience should immpdiatolv fdllow

a presentation of the film, "Not WithOut Sight",

The advantages of the experience are considerable. The

participants will develop an awarenesS of the bodily and

behavioral accommodations thattare necessary And employed

by visually handicapped students within their home and acad

emic environments. Compensatory techniques are offered

'that will serve to minimize the adverse effects of differing

visaal handicaps. However, it is recognized that the simu-

,lation experience, as'is true for all attempts to simulate

pther conditions, has limitations. It is impossible to

simulate all Visually handicapping conditions, particulprly

a central field loss. In addition, it is not possible to

insure a uniform experience for all'participants owing to

the unique visuallconditions-among theparticipants; namely,

the participants will consist Cf those who are myopic,

far-sighted or have astigmatism. -Furthermore, the'simula-



latiqn -experi6nCe stresses monocular vision owing to the

limited number of 'simulation lenses and devi4es. Of greater

significance, recognized-that it is impossible to

simulate the t tality of eye conditions.or the uncertainty

of:prognosis that many visually handicapped clients must

face:
,

II Method Employed:

The Vision Simulation Kieconsists of seven sets of

goggles, six Occluders, One Cataract Lens, two lenses

simulating 20/400 farpoint viSion, two lenses simulating

20/200 d4.stance vision, two lenses simulating 20/60 vision,

four color-coded funnels 'representing central vision of

2 degrees, 4 degrees, 8 degrees and 11 degrees, four lenses

replicating 20/200 riearpoint vision, four clear glass lenses,

and a travdling case. In addition, various, materials and

equipment should accompany the.Simulaion Kit. A round

soft sponge or nerve ball must be included for gross motor

. activities. It will be necessary to have a blackboard

available. The Instructor.should also make available various

reproduced papers, (Purple ditto mimeographed sheets, photo-
,

,copies). Multiple copies of the-coding or digit symbol

subtest of the WI$C-R or WAIs should be available. Prior

to the simulation experience', it will be necessary for the

Instructor to assemble the various lenses and goggles with

their atcOmpanying equipment and materials.

The process will.require all participants-to rotate

* produced by Constance C. Carter.
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among various tstations, each representing a differing

visual condition. _The following stations and their

purpose are described as follows:

Station I: Visual-Motor

The Station will require participants, under simulation

of'a restricted 'c'entral field, to catch and thrOw a sponge

to ancAher,participant who is not under simulation. It is

suggested' that the green funnel_simulating an 8,degree

.central field and an occluder be attached to a set of

goggles. The participant uncrer simulatiOn should stand

approximately 12 feet from the person not under simulation.
1

The person not under simulation should be instructed to

vary his tosses with regard to speed and height Arc.

Station 2: Mbbili-ty:

Two goggles should be prepared for this Station. The

black funnel simulating an 11 degree central vision and an

occluder should be attached to a set of goggles. The other

set of goggles should consist of a set of lenses replic-

ating 20/200 nearpoint vision (green tint). Those under'

simulation shodld be instructed to navigate'the hallways,

travel within dimly lit and lighted areas, and find and

make use Of the bubbler and bathroom. Each participant

should be accompanied by a person not under simulation

to insures that they do not take any unnecessary risks

or encounter hazards.
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Station 3: Desk and Blackboard Work:

The two 20/400 fatpoint vision lenses should be

attached to a set of goggles. The Instructor should write

various addition and subtraction thmetic problems on

the blackboAd and provide paper and pens il at the parti-

cipant's desk. The participant should b instructed to

perform the necessary calculations at hs desk ,and prOceed

to and from the blackboard as necessarY to solve the

problem. The participant will notice that Shis nearpoint

vision is unaffeCted, yet he is unable to see the black-

board unless he comes within clOse proximity-to it.

Station 4: Eye-Hand Coordination:

The red funnel simulating a 4 degree central vision

and an ocCluder should be attached to a set-of goggles.

Various ccipies of the Coding or Digit Symbol subtest of

the Wechsler tests should be available for ccirpletion.

'Each participant should be instructed to attempt to spend

approxiMately one minute completing the task.

Station 5: Nearpoint Classroom Work:

The Cataract lens and an occluder should be attached

to'a set of goggles. Various reproduced papers should

be available for examihation. Each participant should

be reciuested to attempt to read the varioUs reproduced

copies. They should be instructed to vary the, distance

and amount of illumination as each variable will affect

whether Or not the material can be vead. It will be
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important for the Instructor to insure that smudged purple

ditto sheets, as well as clear and difficult.to read re-

productioncopies are available. Black print on white as

well as yellowNpaper should be available for contrast

purposes.
A

The Simulation process will require all participants

to have opportunity to rotate among the various Stations,.

It is anticipated that approximately 45 minutes will be

required for each participant to travel among statibns.

It will be important for the Instructor to insure that

all participants have attempted all simulation experiences

prior to rejoining the group for discussiOn purpOses. If

iime permits, it wetld be advantageous'to make available

various activities of daily living to be performed under

simulation. For example, participants could be aSked to'

butter a piece of bread and pour liquid into a glass.when

over-all vision is severely reduced or obscured.

Subsequent to ascertaining that all participants have

rotated among all stations, the Instructor shOuld reconvene

the group and request their reactions to each.task attempted

while under simulation. With regard to Station 1, parti-

cipants should be requested for their reactions to attempting

to catch a thrown object where only a small amount of central

vision is available. Encourage them to discuss their feel-

ings of frustration in judging the approach of a thrown-

object. It will be Lmportant to insure that they distinguish
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between the effect of monocular vision and reduced visual

'field. They should be, encouraged to talk of their bodily

sensations, balance, and postural changes.

With regard to the particip,ints' reaction to the

requirement that they navigate the hallways with Over-all

vision significantly reduced or with peripheral-vision

obscured (Station 2) , they should be encouraged to express

their over-all reactions, frustrations, and attempts to

accommodate for the vision loss. They should be asked if

varying amounts of illumination were helpful, if they

attempted to trail with their hand along a wall, if, bodily

or postural diffitulties were encountered, as well ,as to

their feelings of competence and confidence, or absence

thereof.

The participants should be questioned with regard to

their reactions ,and feelings while attempting to perform

deskwork for problems presented on the blackboard (Station 3).

They should be reassured that their feelings and reactions

are quite typical of those who are severely Myopic or near-

sighted. They should be asked to.imagine the need, of those

,with such a visual impairment to continually get out of

their seat and approach information presented at a distance.

They should be informed that many clients with such a visual

impairment will:not be necessarily assisted in a class-

room environment by being seated in the front row; the

distance may still be too formidable.
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The participants should be questioned regarding their

reactions to performing a speed eye-hand coordination task

with only a small amount 'of, central vision posSible (Station

4), They should be que'stioned whether they had difficulty

rapidly shifting their visual focal points from one part

of the page to another. They should be asked if they found

necessary to utilize accommodation tephniques; e.g. keep7

ing their finger'on the line of print as well as being re

quired.to move theirwhole head in contrast with merely

shifting one's visual g,aze: They should be questioned

whether they felt fatigued and experienced bodily tension.

The participants Should be questioned as to how efficently

they could scan and comprehend printe'd information that

had been reproduced while under simulation for an over-all

visiom loss, Cataracts (Station 5).' They should be encour-

aged to discuss which form of reproductiOn seemed easier.

to read, whether or hot the size of print made a difference,

how close they needed to be to the printed material,

and whether or not varying degrees of lighting or illumina7

tion Made a difference. The instructor should comment that

directional lightingi black print,onyellow :paper'and the

elimination of extraneous and confusing visual stimuli

are accommodating .techniques that will assist visually

,mpaired clients where nver-all vjsjon js reduced,

Over-all, it is critical for the Instructor to insure
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that the participants understand and discuss the effective

accommodation techniques to be employed for eachlvisuai

,
impairment that,is simulateid.

III. Implications:

Whereas it'is important that the simulation experience

encourage amorig rticipants 'a sense of sensitivity

to and awareness'of the functiOnal effects of varying'
4

visual.impairments, it is considered essential that the

participants be assisted in translating the experience

to their prospective assessment_involvement with visually

handiCapped clients. The success of the experience will

be assured, provided the participants understand and make

use of the accoMmodating techniques employed in,the

exercise as well as modify their assessment procedures

to reduce the varying effects of each visual impairment.

Hopefully, the portion of training devoted to the use of

modifications necessary for assessing the visually handi-

capped will reflect the experience received from the

simulation exercise.
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POSTSCRIPT

During the first year of our project Dr. David

W. Alford was completing his doctoral diSsertation

"Knowledge Needed and Possessed by Schcol Psycholo-

gists in the Psychoeducational Assessment of Visually

Impaired Children as Perceived by School Psychologists

and Teachers of Visually Impaired Children", Universi'y

of Pittsburgh, 1980. The subject matter is so releva 't .

to users of the Wotkshop Model that a summary of some

of the data from his study is being included in this

publication with Dr. Alford's kind permission.

The Research Questions
4

In Dr. Alford's own words "The intent of°this study

was to assess the perceptions of regular school psycho-

logistt, experJ.enced school psychologists, and teachers

of visua/ly impaired children as to the knowledge needed

by school psychologists in the psycheducational assess-

ment of visually impaired children and the extent to

which school psychologists possess,the knOwledge.

The purpose of the study was to answer the follow-

%

ing research questions:

J. What knowledge is needed by school psycho-

logists in Lhe psychoeducational assess-
,

ment of visually impaired children as

wrceived by the survey respondents?

2, njhAt iliffPrfnqes c.xi t mon, .91:11-Voy
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groups as to their perceptions of know- ,

ledge needed by school psychologists in

the psychoeducational assessment of visUally

impaired children?

3. What relationships exist betlteen the back-

ground characteristics of the survey

respondents and their perceptions of know-
A

ledge needed by school psychologists in

the psychoeducational assessment of .

visually impaired 'children?

4. To what eXtent are school psychologists

perceived, by the'survey respondents,

to possess knowledge of the psycho-.

educational assessment of visually impaired

children?

5. What differences exist among the iurVey

groups as to their perceptions of know-

ledge possessed by school psychologists

i n the psychoeducational assessment of

visually impaired children?

6. What relationships eXist between the back-

ground characteristics of the survey

respondents and their perceptions of

knowledge possessed by school psychologists

in, the psychoeducational.assessment of

visually impaired children?
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7. What relationships exist between

knowledge perceived as heeded by

school psychologists, and knowledge

perceived as possessed by school

psychologists in the.psyChoedUca-

tional assessment of visually

impaired children?"

What will be reported here concerns essentially

research questions 1 and 2. However, it should be

mentioned that the knowledge of the psychoeducational,

assessment of visually impaired children possessed by

school psycholoqists'_.(research question 4) was,per-

ceived as very low by all three groups of respondents

surveyed by Dr. Alford. In only one area, "Knowledge

of definitions and regulations pertaining to visual

iMpairment" did as many as one third ('34.5%) of the

respondents consider that knowledge to be complete or , a

adequate.

Method

The research instrument was a two-seCtion question-

naire. The first section was designed to collect

background information oh the participants; the second

section to elicit their perceptions as to knowledge

needed and possessed by school psychologists. The

latter consisted of 98 statements related to assess-

ment of visually impaired chilOren. The respondents
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their'estima'tes of the,degree to which the knowledge

represented by the statements was needed and possessed

by= school psycholbgists. (Figure I)

The questionnaire was sent to a total sample of

700 psychologists and teachers. Usable questionhaires
-

were received from 170 regular school psychologists,

29 school psychologists experienced in work with visually

impaired children and 81 teachers of the visually im-

paired, a total of 280 questionnaires.

Results

A questibnnaire item was classed as knowledge

needed if 70% or more of respondents gave it a Likert

scale .ialue of (4) "the knowledge is probably necessary"

, or (5) "the knowledge is essential". Table I shows the

results for the total sample. The data is grouped into

subscales reflecting specific areas of knowledge regard-

ing visually impaired children.

The 47 items in Table I indicate knowledge perceived

as needed by the total sample in which the regular school

psychologists were the predominant group. This group

had little or no.familiarity with visually imPaired children.

It is thereiore important to look at the additional items

rated as neediad knowledge,bv the twAoups experienced

in work with visuallyimbaired students shown in Tables

II and III.
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Figure /
Questionnaire

SECTIM

Thi.d diet:A:an Acoliadtd youn lating o6 the 6pltowin4 dtatementa. On the

-acale to you& LeAt_. eitele the number' Which bea indicatea the,degAte

to wkich you tEZRE the knowtedge ia needed by achoot p4ychologi4t4 in

genemal. On the eagle to you,' c.ZriZe. 'the numben. which'bect in-

dicated the degnee to whi.ch youtEah 4choat poyciwtogi3t4 whom you

know po6ee44 the knowtedge.

rating keys

5 The knowiedge 44 e44enti4l
4 The knowledgv4 pmobebty neekddany

3 The knowtedgt may be hetpbut
rhe knowtedge id pcobably annectddany
1 The knowtedge,id a:1iece-44mq .

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2. 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 Z 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 44 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3

S 4 3

5 4 3

5 4 3 1

4 3 2 1

P4qcholOgi4t4,p044044 cOmplete knowledge 5
P4ychologi4t4 poadidd adequate knowtedge 4

'.P4ychotogi4tA poe4e44 aome knowledge 3.

'Rsycholog.ats poddedd tittte knowledge 2
PaychologiAt4 pas4e44 no lutoutedge I

=KEDGE OF:

Various visual and educational aids used by visually iipairmi

children.

CharacteristicS of resource roam prograMs far visually impaired -

Children

Modifying Standardized tests used withvisually impaired children

Hawvisual impairments may Affect children's abil'ities to orient to

and travel within the erntfrormient

Services prOvided by the American Foundation far the Blind

-Tests developed for use with visually impaired children

I Effects of time limits an test perfarnna of visually impaired'

children

Orienting visually impaired children to the'testing area/room
A

Interpreting the eye specialists' report

Cognitive developnent of visually impaired children

Illumination requirements of'various visUal impairments

Braille codes'

Mministerintjntelligence teste to visually impaired children

2

2

1

1 Z 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 Z 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2

Z 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Stereotypic Mannerisms (bIindisms) among visually impaired-children 1-2-3 4 S #

Social development of visually impaired. children 1 2 3 4

olucationaLimplicationsAf amblY0Pia eX..41100min 1.2 3 4 5

Perform:ince' charaCteristiCs of visaally impaired children an the 12 3.4 5

Illinois Test of Psycholinquistic Abilities

Perceptuaymotor development of visually impaired children 1 2 3 4 5

AFademic achievement 62 visually hupaired children 1 Z 3 4 S

Educational impli,cations of albinism 1 2 3 4 5

Terminology-relating to visual impairments 1 2 3 4 5

Curricvli needs specific to visually impaired children 1 2 3 4 3

(ploase
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The 25'items rated as needed knOwledce by experi-

enced psychologists but not by the total group are

perhaps of particular importance They might be con-

sidered at areas of greatest ignorance among regular

school psychologists in that they are unaware of their--\

significance while the psychologists experienced in

work with visually impaired children consider them

needed knowledge.

In his dissertation' (Knowledge Needed,: pp. 182-

207) Dr. Alford discusses the differences between'the

three groups in perceptions of jplowledge needed and the

reasons for the omissions of some items or whole subscales

such as "Knowledge of Services Provided Visually Impaired

Persons". He suggests the -latter may be due to the re-
.,

spondents' perception of Pie respective roles of the school

psychologist, the teacher of visually handicapped and o'ther

professionals, and of the assumption of consultation and co-

operation among them, which may'nOt always exiSt_in actual

practice. In one, instance he points out an item included

blrteachers (42 "administering-a 'braille-edition of

standardized test") as neither realistic nor neceSsary.. It

is obvious, therefote, that the listing of items in Tables

and III is not to'be taken as necesSarily definitive.
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Tab.le I

Knowledge Perceived as Needed for Sch
bythe Total-SUrvey Sampl

1 Psychologists

Knowledge of the Educational Impfications of Visual Impairments

11 Illumination requirements of various visual impairments

Knowledge of. Definitions and aegulations Pertaining to. Visual Impairments

23 Federal regulations pertaining to Ehe educational placement of

Visually impaired children,
52 State regulations pertaining to the educational7placement of

visuallY impaired children .

59 State Aefinitiont and rlassifications reatin; to the identifi.

Cation'of visually,impaired children

Knowledge- of Adapting Tdsts fOr Use with Visually Impaired- Children

3 E:odifiring standardized tests.used with visually impaired childrerc

7 ;Effects -of time limits on test performance of visually impairal

children
2.5, Performance, characteriatics of.visually impaired children on the

verbal portion of the WISC

31 The appropriate modification of the StanfOrd'-.3inet Intelligence

Scales for use with visuel'y iMpaired children.,

36 PrOblems involved in-the interpretation of norm-r4gerenced tests

used with_visually iMpaired children .

56 The use of enlarged tests Wlih visualty idpaired children, ,

66 The effects of.administering tests orally to visually impaired

rhildren
94 Limitations resulting from the omission of PerforMance Subtes/ ts of-

U1S,C in the assessment.of visually impaired children

Knowledge of Orientation and Nobility Techniques

4 How visuat mpairments may affect children's abilities to orient

to and travel,withia the environment 4

3 Orienting visually impaired children to the testing:area/room

Knowledge ,of CharaCteristicS of Visually Impaired Children.

10 Cognitive development of yisually impaired,children

15 Social dtkrelopment of visually impaired.children'

1 Petceptual/motor development of v,isuplly impaired dlildren.

19 Academic achievement of,visually impai):ed children

35 ?ossible ,effects of visually impaired children on the family2

' 39 How- visual .impairments may affect the physical activities of

children
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Table I 4(Cont'a)

'55 Experiential deprivatiOn on the functioning of.visually impaired

.children
66 Developmental delays of visually impaired ohiLdren

.79 Differences between autlstic children and visually impSied child-

ren
80 The effects of additional handicaps-on the functioning of visually

impaired children

39 The development of children with differing amounts of vision

92 The relationship between age of onset of visual impairments and

. the development of children

i:nowledge of Educational Programming for Visually Impaired Children.

2 Characteristics of resource room programs for visually impaired

children
22 Curricula 'needs specific to visually impaired children,

.

47 .Pre-school programming ,for visually impaired children

' 77 lariables affecting successful mainstreaming of visually impaired,

children

1:nowledgeof Assessment Prcicedures for Visually Impaired Children

.'6 Tests developed for use with visually. impaired children

13 Administering intelligence tests to,visually impaitgd,children

27 Ctiteria involved in the selection of assessment tnstruments used
'

with visually impaired children
30 Administering personality tests to visually impai,ted children

3S Observational assessment of visually impaired children

43 The multi-disciplinary team's assessment of visually impaired

children
43 Emplaining testing materials to viivally impaired children

50 EStablishing'rapport With visually impaired children

53 Interpreting assessment results in the educational planning for

visually impaired children
60 Adminittering tests of motor development tolvisually impaired

children ,7

62 ilow to locate tests developed for use with visually impaired child-

ren
71 _Formal assessment of visually impaired chadren
75 .The'appropriate assestmeni environment.or testing room

78 Vocational or career assessment of visually impaire'd children

53 Appropriate pre-assessment background information of visually im-

paired"children

KnOwledge of,Zye Anatomy and Visual Terminology,

9 Interpreting the.eye specialists! report
73 The meaning of visual acuity measurements (i.e. 20/200)
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Table II

Knowledge Perceived as Naeded ,

by ExPerienced School Psychologists
Which Uas Not Perceived as needed by the Total Survey Sample,

Knowledge of the Educational Implications of Visdal Impairments

.16 Educational implications of amblyopia ex anopsia
20 Educational implications of albinism
24 Educational implications of glaucoma
56 Educational implications of cataracts
67 Edudational impliations of visual field defects
81 Educational implications of retrolental fibroplasia

.006 Educational implications of nyst-;mus

Knowledge of Definitions and Regulations Pertaining to Visual ImpairmentS
0

69 Limitations in the definitions of "legal blindness" and "partial
sightedness"

Knowledge of tTientation and.Mobility Techniques

N4-9-,Grientation and mobility skills for visually iMpairecichildren
51 Acting as hi:Man guide with visually impaired children

Knowledge of Characteristics of,Visually Impaired Children'

14 Stfreotypic mannerisms (blindisms) among visually imPaired children
54 Attitudes of sighted persons toward Visually impaired persons
i8 Verbalism (use of words without 'sensory experience i.e. colors)

among visually impaired children

Knowledge of Educational Programming for Visually Impaired Children

29 Vocational and career training of visually impaired children
45 Characteristics of residential school programs for visually

impaired children
46 Sensory awareness training of visually impaired children
91 Independent living skills training of visually impaired children
98 Human sexuality instruction for visually impaired children

Knowledge of Aids Used by Visually Ic4aired Children

1 Various visual and educational aids used by visually impaired
children

64 Low vision aids used by visually impaired children

Knowledge of Adapting Tests for Use with Visually Impaired Children

69 The effects of type size on the reading of visually impaired
children
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Table II (Cont'd),

Knowledse of Eye Anatomy and VisuaLTerminology
.

21 ,Terminology relating to visual impairment
, 34 'Physiology of the visual system
65 , Hoy corrective lenses affect vision
86 Vi,sual functioning assessment of visually impaired children

Table III

Knowledge Perceived as Needed by Teachers
Which Was Not Petceived as Needed

by the Total Survey Sample.,

Knowledge of Definitions ami Regulations Pertaining to Visual Impairments

69 Limitations in the definitions of "legal blindness" and "partial
sightedness"

Knowledge of Adapting Tests Used with Visually Imp-dired Children

17 Performance characteristics Of visually :impaired children on the
Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities

42 Administering a braille edition of a standardized test to visually
impaired Children

82 The effects of type size on the ,reading o Visually impaired child-
ren

Knowledge of Characteristics of Visually Impaired Children

88 Verbalism (use of words without sensory experience i.e. colors)
among visually impaired children

Knowledge of Educational Programming for Visually Impaired Children

29 Vocdtional'and career training of Visually impaired adoleseents
41 Characteristics of itinerant teacher programs for visually impaired

children
63 Responsibilities of teachers of visually impaired'children



It does provide, however; a very useful and sCiggestive'

check list ok- contents in designing a training program

for school psychologists.

This brief report of some.of Dr. Alford's data

has been adled-to the Workshop Model because it may

be helpful to the users of this publication. Hopefully

i£' will also prompt the readers to refer to the dissert-

ation itself as_it is of major importance to anyone

seriously involved,in pre-service or in-service train-

ing. of school psychologists in assessment of visually

impafred students.

The dissortation itself should be available in

the near future -from the Migel Memorial Library at the

,

American Foundation for the Blind.
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. APPENDIX I

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BLIND. INC.

9

REGIONAL WORkSHOPS FOR scHooL PSYCHOLoGISTS

ON THE ASSESSMENT OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED'STODENTS

Cecil B. Green Building
Room 2.534

University of Texas at Dallas
Richardson, TX

February 2-4, 1981

Joan B. Chase, Ed.D. Workshop Leader
Associate Professor .

Department of Psychiatry
CMDNJ Rutgers Medical School

'Piscataway, New Jersey

AGENDA

Monday, Tebruary 2, 1981

Registration 8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

Welcome: Will Beth Stephens,Ph.D.
9:00 - 9:30 a.m.

Introduction: Zofja S. qt.strzembska_
licoject CoordinatOr

Session I Overview

A, The School Psycholoyjst 9:30 - 10:30 a.m.

and the school community
and the handicapped child
and the visually handicapped child



B. Functional practices of the school
osvcholoaist and .

. the diagnostic role

. the prescriptive roIe
. . . the consultative rold

. . the sciehtific role

c. The age of 94-142 and' advocacy

Break Books and Readings 10:30 - 11:00 a.m.

Session II Visual Disorders 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.

A. Eye conditions and diagnoses

B. Visual acuity and egficiency

Simulation.Experience
Lenses and Aids

C. Neurology and multihandicaps

FilMs: "Not Without Sight".
"What Do You Do.When You

'See a Blind Personn

Lunch

Session III Educational:Impact of

Visual Disorders

A. Visually Impaired Children in
the School$'

Historical Overview
Options
Film: "No Two Alikel'

B. Support for Lerr.ing

Videotape: Susan 'Jay Spungin,
Service Provisions and Agencies.

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

.2:00 - 3:30 p.

Break Kit review 3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Session IV Developmental Overview, 4:00 - 5:30 p.m.

A. Developmental issues . . .

. . . and total blindness

. . . and partial vision

Specialized-Nteds
45



Tuesday, February 3, 1961

Session V The Diagriostic.Process

A. Basic Evaluation Issues

B. Test Batterie

. Fami ar assessment tools
. . Specially designed tools
. . . Individualized selection

and, profiles

Break Assessment Materials

9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

10:30 - 11:00 a.m.

Session VI Case Presentations 11:00 - 1:00 p.m.

A. Use of-familiar instruments

Videotapes: "David"
"Carrie"
"Darlene"

Discussion

Lunch

Session VII Specialized Testing

A. The multihandicapped

Videotapes: "John"
"Richard"

. Affective Co.qcerns

Personality tests
Perception and Personality

Break Assessment Materials,

1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

2:00 - 3:10 p.m.

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Session VIII Findings and
Recommendations 4:00 - 5:30,p.m.

A. Constructing a battery 'around
problems

Small group exercise
Discussion

46
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Session VIII continued

B. Meeting with the Team

IEP Implications
Lmplementing Findings

C. Meaningful recommendations for
the viSually handicapped

Wednesday, February 4, 1991

Session IX Counseling ane Advocating 9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

A. Family issues

B. Pre-school issues

C. School-related counseling

D. Affective needs

E. Pre-vocational and Vocational
counseling

E. Life-planning issues

Relaxation! 10:30 - 11:00 a.m.

Session The Multihandicapped 11:00 - 12:0d noon

A Mental r tardation and
visual disorders

3. Deaf-blindness

C. Neurological Disorders-,
Cerebral Palsyr Learning
Disabilities

D. Emotional Disturbance and the
Visually Impaired

Session XI Review 12:00 - 1:00 p.m. /

Discussion

Session XII Planning Session a d
Working Lunch -1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

47
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AMERIaAN FOUNDATION FOR T E BLIND. INC.

REGIONAL WO SHOPS FOR SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS ON THE

ASSESSME T OF VISUALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Lexington.Rcom
Holiday Inn

Ma chester, New Hampshire

April 7 - 9, 1981

'Jo n L. Morse, Ed.D.
Work'shop Leader

April 7, 1981 Tuesd

Registration

Welcome and Introduc ion
Y3Tja S. Jastrzembsk
Project Coordinator

'AGENDA

Session I. Overview

A. Workshop Purpos and Scope

B. Societal Reacti ns, an Historical
Overvie*
Film: "What o You Do When You.See

a B nd Person"?
a

A

48

NES?' 13TH STPEET NEW yORK Ny 1001 ifra 1212)820 2000CABLE ADORESS FOUNOAtION NEW YQRK

AN EQUAL OPPOF1T Ty EMPLOYER

8:30 - 900 a.m.

9:00 -)9:15 a.m.

9:15 -10.30 a.m.

0

FIELD OFFICES
feta I Street N W WIRNingIon. 0 C 20036

PeacNNes Sirwin ANanta. Goolgra 30301
780 Maroc Sfro t San irancusco. Cal.icorni. 44101.
1680+Uncoin Stres; Oenvov Colosedo 60203
500 Nom otcnogsn "venue, CA.eago, IIu G601



C. Effect of Handicap upon
Significant Others
(parents, sibs)

Break Socks and Readings 10:30-11:00 a.m.

Session II .Visual Handicapping
Conditions 11:00- 100 .1).,01,

, A.-Reception vs. Perception
B. Age of Ohset, Visual Memory
C. Etiology and its Effects

Film: "Not Without Sight"
D. Simulation.Experience

Lunch 1:00 -2:00 p.m.

Session III Developmental Variations 2:00, -3:30 p.m.

A.,Normal Growth and Development,'
B. Development of Body Image/Self-

concept

Break Teaching Aids and 3:30'7-4:00 p.m.
Publications

.Session IV The Schools and PL 94-142 ,4:00 -5:3.0 p.m.

A. Film: "No Two Alike"
B. Videotape: Susan Jay Spungin, Ed.D.

Special Education and the
Visually Handicapped

April 8, 1981 Wednesday'

Session V Basic Evaluation

A.'Small Group Exercises
B, Disadvantages at Standard

Instruments with the Visually
Handicapped/Advantages of
Visually Handicapped Assessment
Procedures with the non-visually
Handicapped

C. Non-cognitive interfering factors
D. Breaking Standardization
E. The 'Problem of Reception/Perception/

Expression: Case Studies: "John"
and "Greg"

F. Observation Considerations

49

8:30- 11:00 a.m.



Break Assedment Instruments 11:00-11:30 a.m.

Session VI Using Standar&Instruments, 11:30- 1:00.p.m.

A, Adaptations and Modifications
B. Videotape Demonstration - David,

Carrie, Darlene

Lunch 1:00 -2.00 p.m.

Session VII Assessing the Multihandicapped 2:00- 3:30 p.m.

4 A. Videotape Demonstration - John, Richard
B. Sample Case Report

Break A3sessment Instruments 3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

Session VII Assessing the Multihandicapped 4:.00- 5:30 p.m.

(continued)

C. Demonstration of Instrument
'Developed for tlie:V,isually
Handicapped

D. Sample Case Report

-April 9, 1981 Thursday

Session VIII Assessment Review

A. Small Grdup Exercises

Session IX Consultations with Parents/
SerVtce Providers

A. Parents: Dissatisfied, not
Difficult

Vaild and Invalid-Expectations

Session X The Need for a Total
Asdessment

Lunch

Session XI Planning Meeting

Adiournment

50

8:30 -9:30 a.m.

9:30-10:30 a.m.

10:30-12:00 nOon

1200- 1:00 p.m.

1:00- 2:30 p.m.

2:30 p.m.
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APPEgDIX II ,

LIST A:. PARTICIPANTS' KITS
4

1 ) Living with Blindne8s Irving R. Dickman, 1972 A
Public Affairs Pamphlet

,2 ) What Can We'Do About Limited Vision Irving R. Dickman
1973 A Public Affairs Pamphlet

3 ) How Does a Blind PersOn Get Around? 1973, American
Foundation for the Blind

4 PesourCes for the Visually Handicapped Prepared
for School Psychologists Joan B. Chase,
(includes bibliography)

5 AFB Catalog of Publicatiofts 1980-81 American
Foundation for the Blind

.6 ) This is.AFB American Foun'dation for the Blihd
, pamphlet

4 7 "An Analysis of Attitudes - DynamicS and Effects"
Beatrice A. Wriaht, New Outlook for the Blind,
MalliCh 1974 pp. 108-118

PS

8) "Social and Psychological Aspects of Blindness:
A Sampling'of the Literature" Zofja S. Jastrzembska
Research Bulletin 25 American Foundation for the
Blind January 1973 pp., 169- 173

9') HandboOk for k'eachers of the Visually Handicapped
G.D. Napier, D.L. Kappan, D.W. Tuttle, W.L.
Schrotberger and A.L':,pqnnison, 1981 American'
Printing House,for thenlind

10) Eye Report for Children with' Visual Problems
form provided by National Society for the Pre-
vention of Blindness

,

I'll) "Development Of Efficiency in Visual FunCtioning:
Rationale for a Comprehensive Program", Natalie
Barraga and Marcia E. Collins Journal of Visual
Impairment and Blindness Volume 73, 44 'April 1979

12) "The,Child with Low Vision" Eleanor E.. Fa, from
Individualized Program planning for the,Visually
Impaired and Multi-Handicaped Jeffrey Grotsky
et al, 1977 potential Publishing Company pp. 1-22

included-in Workshop MOdel kit
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LIST A

13)' "Psychological Implications of Visual and Related,
Impairments" Joan B. Chase, from Individ-
ualized Program Plannin7 for the Visually
Impaired and Multi-Handicapsed Jeffrey Grotsky
et al, 1977 Potential Publishing Company pp. 91-104

14) The Visually 'IMpaired Child: Growth, Le*ing
Development, Infancy to School Age Carol Halliday
1971, American Printing House for the Blind

115) ConCept Develoment for-Visually Handicapped
Children William T.,Lvdon and M. LorettaMcGraw
1913, American Foundation for the Blind. Reprints of
pp. 1-14, 62-8

416) ,"Coanitive Development, Assessment and the I.E.P".
David H. Warren, DVH Newsletter Summer 1978

t
17) When You Have a Visually,Handicapped Child in Your

ClaSsroom SUggeations for Teachers, Anne
Lesley Corn and Iris Martinez, 1977 American
Foundation for the, Blind prhiet

- 18) Sources of Materials for the Partially Sighted
Instructional Materials Reference Center for
Visually.Handicappe:4, Children American Printing
House for the Blind

.19) Mental Tests and Measurements American Printing
House for the Blind

20) Distribution of Quota Registrations,by School
Grades and Reading Media American Printing House
For the Blind

21) Catalop of EdUcational And Other Aids American
Printing HouSe for the Blind

22) Braille Alphabet and Numbers American Foundation
for the Blind

23) Precollege Programs for Blind and Visually Handi
ca?ped Students Susan Jay Spungin
Editor, 1975 American Foundation for the Blind

4 24) 'Tsychosocial Evaluation" Saul Freedman
Reprinted from Precollege Prograts for Blind
and Visually,Handicapped Students Susan Jay .

Spungin, -(Editor) 1975 American Foundation for
the,Blind pp. 10-14
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LIST A'

25) Public Law 94-142, 94th Congress, S6, November:2
1975

4 26) Sample Case Reports for Small Group Activities:
Carol, Ted, Bob and Alice: by Joan:B. Chase

4 27) "Introduction to Assessment and the Blind" Michael
E. Monbeck and Mary Ellen Mulholland New OutlOok
for the Blind October 1975, pp.33779

4,28) "Answering the Questions of the Psychologist Assess-
ing the ViSually Handicapped Child" John L. Morse
New Outlook for the Blind October 1975, pp. 350-3

c,

429) -"Guided-Vocational Choice" Mary K. Bauman_ New
Outlook forjthe Blind October 1975, pp. 354-360

430) "Meaaures of PsyChological, Vocational.and Educa-
tional Functioning in the Blind and Visually
Handicapped: Introductory Remarks" Geraldine
Scholl and Ronald Schnur New Outlook for the Blind
'October 1975, pp. 365-370:

131) " Psychological Tests Used with Blind and Visually.
Handicapped Persons" Mary K. Bauman and C.A. Kropf
School Psychology bigest 1979 (1)

"Fifty Assessment Instruments Commonly Used with
Blind and Partially Seeing Individuals" Rose-Marie
Swallow ifotirnal of Visual'Impairment and Baindness
February 1981

433) "tvaluation of Severely Visually Impaired Children"
Joan B. Chase, 1971 unpublished paper

J 3)

34) Assessment for Visually HandicapPed Children and
Youth Rose-Marie Swallow (with S.J. Spungin and
J.B. Chase) AFB Practice Report, 1977

435) ,"Developmental Assessment of Handicapped Infants
and Young Children: .with Special Attention to
the Visually Impaired" Joan B. Chase New Outlook
for tHe Blind October, 1975 pp. 341-349

436) "PsychoeducatiOnal Assessment of the Multiply Handi-
capped Blind Child: Issues and Methods" ,M..Beth
Langley Education of the Visually Handicapped
Winter 1978-9, pp. 97-115
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LIST A

4 37) '"Assessment and Programming for Blind Children
wfth Severely Handipapped Conditions" Rebecca'

DuBose et al Journal of Visual Impairment and
Blindness February 1977 pp.49-53

438) "Temperament and the Rubella Child" Stella Chess
and Pauline Fernandez,- Reprinted 'from The'Effects
of Blindness and Other Impairmerits on Early Develop-
ment Z.S. JastrzeMbtka, Editor, 1976 American
Foundation kor the Blind pp. 186-,199

1 .39) "Subtests of,EvaluatiVe Instruments Applicable
for Usp with Visually Handicapped Children" B.M.
Bullard and Natalie Barraga, 1971, Instructional
Materials Center, Springfield, IL Originally
published in Education of the -Vi-s-tially Handicapped

440). A Sampling Of Measures for Assessment of the
Visually Handicapped.Child Prepared by Joan B.
Chase

Case 'Reports on Children Presented on Videotape

41) .Psychological, Evaluation "Carrie"

42). PsyChological Evaluation "Darlene"

43) Psychological Evaluation "John"

44) Data Sheett,"Richard"

45)'' Eye Report "David"

4 46) "The Development and Evaluation of a Tactile Analog
to the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts, Form A"

Hilda Caton journal of Visual Impairment and
Blindnees . November 1977,:pp. 382-6

447) "The Blind Learning APtitude Test" T. Ernest
Newland Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindhess
April 1?79 'pp.'134-9

.448) "Differences"Between Blind and Sighted Children
on WISC Verbal Subtests" B.W..M. Smits and M.J.C.
Mommers New Outlook for the Blind June 1976
pp. Z40-61

49) Four-year Psychological Examination - Manual for
the Graham-Ernhart Block Sort Test(
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LIST A

-50) "A Verbal Adaptation of the Draw-A-Person Technique
for Use with Blind Subjects" J.B. Chase and I.N.
.Rapaport International Journal for the Education
of the'Blind December 1968 pp.113-5

51) Maxfield-Buchholz Scale of Social Maturity for
Use with Preschool Blind Children Record Blank
American Foundation for the Blind

52) Perkins-Binft Tests of Intelligence for the'Blind -
Form N: For Subjects with Non-usable Vision
Perkins School for the Blind-Howe Press

53) Perkins-Binet Tests of Intelligence for,the Blind -
Form U: ,For subjects with Usable-V1s1cnRerNins
School for the Blind-Howe Press

50 "Assessing the Visually Impaired Child: A school
PsYchology View" J.L. Genshaft, N.L. Dare, P.L.
O'Malley Journal of Visual Impairment and Blindness
November 1980 pp. 34450

Handouts prepared.biy Joan B. Chase

455) Interpretation of WIS and WAIS Subtests

456) Continuum Of Neurological Impairments - from
Denhoff and Robinault 1960

457) Issues Around Assessment of Handicapped Children

Handouts prepared by John L. klorse

458) Observations of Behavior

459) Disadvantages of Standard Instruments with the
Visually Handicapped - Advantages of Visually
Handicapped Oriented Assessment Procedures for
Non-visually Handicapped Children

460) ,Summary of the Thirteen Principles from Krurbboltz

and Krumboltz

161) Parent Expectations of Service Providers
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LIST A

162) Service Provider Expectations of 'Parents

463) "Counseling Families of SeverelyVisually Handicapped.
ahildren" Helen E: Froyd New:Outlook for the Blind
June 1973 'pp. 251-7

464) "The Implications of Career Education for Visually
Handicapped Students" George E. Klinkhamer New ,

Outlook for the Blind, May 1973 pp. 267-9, 215

fl
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APPENDIX III

LIST.D: LITERATURE. ON DISPLAY

1 ADAPTED CAREER EDUCATIONAL UNITS, ,Grades K-6,
for use With Blind and Visually"Handicapped
Students, 1975 American Foundation for the Blind

2 ) THE BLIND IN SCHOOL AND SOCIETY - a psychological
study-. Thomas D. Cutsforth, 1951 American
Foundation for the Blind

3 ) BLINDNESS AND EARY cHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT David
H. Warren, 1977; krtierican Foundation for the'
Blind

4 ) BODY IMAGE OF BLIND CHILDREN Bryant J. Cratty
And- Theressa A. Sams, 1968 American Foundation
for the Blind

5 )
COMMUNICATIVE AND COGNITIVE ABILITIES - Early
Behavioral Assesiment, Edited by Fred D. Minifie
apd Lyle L. Lloyd, 1978 University Park Press,
BaltimOre, MD

6 ) COMPETENCY BASED CURRICULUM FOR TEACHERS OF.THE
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED: A National Study Susan
Jay Spungin, 1977 American Foundation'for the
Blind

7 ) CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT FOR VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN William T. Lydon, M. Loretta McGraw,
1973 American Foundation for the Blind

8 ) THE' DEMOGRAPHY OF BLINDNESS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
Hyman Goldstein, 1980 AMerican Foundation for
the Blind

9 ) DIRECTORY OF AGENCIES SERVING THE VISUALLY
HANDICAPPED IN THE U.S. 21st Edition, 1981
American Foundation for the Blind

10) EDUCATION OF THE VISUALLY HANDICApPED Volume VII
#3, October 1975. Association for Education of
the Visually Handicapped

11) THE EFFECTS OF BLINDNESS AND OTHER IMPAIRMENTS
ON EARLY DEVELOPMENT Zofja S. Jastrzembska,
Editor, 1976 American Foundation for the Blind

12) ESTIMATED STATISTICS, ON BLINDNESS AND VISION PROBLMES
1966 National Society for the Prevention of
Blindness
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LIST p-

./1

r 13) FUTURE ROLE OF RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS FOR THE
BLIND Susan Jav:Spungin, Editor,1979
American Foundation for the Blind

14) GUIDEL'INES AND-MANUAL,OF TESTS FOR EDUCATORS
INTERESTED IN'THE ASSESSMENT OF HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN Gary Dean Yarnall and Glenn R.
Carlton; 1979 International Research Institute

15) GUIDELINES FOR'PUBLiC SCHOOL PROGRAMS SERVING
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN Susan Jay
Spungin, Editor, 1978 American Foundation for
the Blind

16) GUIDE TO FILMS ABOUT BLINDNESS Joel Saltzman,
Editor, 1978 Amerioan FOundation for the Blind

17) HANDBOOK FOR TEACHERS.OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED
Napier, Kappan, Tuttle, Schrotberger and Dennison, 1974
American Printing House for the Blind

18) INCREASED VISUAL BEHAVIOR IN LOW VISION CHILDREN
Natalie Barraga, 1964 Research.Series 413
American Foundation for the Blind

19) INFORMAL ASSESSMENT OF DEITZLOPMENTAL SKILLS FOR
VISUALLY HANDICAPPED STUDENTS - Edited by Rose-
Marie Swallow, Sally Mangold, Philip Mangold
1978 American Foundation for the Blind-

20? LIVING WITHIMPAIRED VISION: An Introduction
1979 American Foundation for the Blind

21) MANUAL FOR A WORK-EXPERIENCE PROGRAM - Oak Hill
School, 1970, conducted by the Connecticut
Institute for the Blind *

I. 22) MEASURES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL, VOCATIONAL AND EDUCA-
TIONAL FUNCTIONING IN THE BLIND AND VISUALLY'
HANDICAPPED Geraldine Scholl and Ronald Schnur
1976 American Foundation for the Blind

23) MOVEMENT Atliw\SPATIAL AWARENESS IN BLIND CHTLnPRN
AND YOUTH Bryant S. Cratty, 1971 Charles C.
Thomas, Springfield, IL

* This program no longer exists. Remaining copies
of the Manual ma be obtained from the Workshop
Program Coordinator at the American Foundation
for the Blind



LIST B

, 24) NEW OUTLppl: FOR THE BLIND, May 1973 -(Career

Education) American Foundation for'the Blind

25) NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE.BLIND, May 1974 (Sex

'Education) American Foundation for the Blind

26) NEW OUTLOOK FOR THE BLIND, October 197 t

(Assessment) American Foundation for the Blind

27) rROCUCTS FOR PEOPLE WITH VISION PROgLEMS4 26th

Edition 180-81, American Foundation for :the

Blind

_28) RECOMMENDED AIDS FOR THE PARTIALLY SIGHTED
Louise L. Sloan, 1971 ,National Society for the
Prevention of Blindness

29) SENSORY AIDS FOR EMPLOYMENT OF BLIND AND VISUALLY
IMPAIRED PERSONS: A Resource:Guide, 1978
American Foundation for the Blind .

30) SEX EDUCATION AND FAMILY LIFE FOR VISUALLY
HANDICAPPED HILDREN AND YOUTH: A Resource,
Guide, 1975 Ameridan Foundation for the Blind

31) SEX EDUCATION FOR THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED IN
SCHOOLS AND AGENCIES - 'Selected papers, 1975
J),merican Foundation for the Blind

32) TEACHING AIDS FOR BLIND AND VISUALLY LIMITED
CHILDREN Barbara Dorward and Natalie Barraga
1968 American Foundation for the'Blind

33) A TEACHER'S GUIDE TO LOW VISION AIDS - Low Vision
Clinic, School of Optometry/The Medical center,:
The University of Alabama in Birmingham..

34) VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS
James E.'Jan, Roger D. Freeman, Eileen F. Scott ,

1977 Grune and Stratton

35) VISUAL IMPAIRMENT IN THE SCHOOLS Randall K.
Harley and G. Allen Lawrence, 1977 Charles C. .

Thomas, Springfield, IL

, 36) TT-Tr VISUALLY HANDICAPPED CHILD IN SCHOOL Berthold
Lowenfeld, Editor, 1973 John Day Company

37) WRITINCT INDIVIDUALIZED ASSESSMENT REPORTS IN
SPECIAL EDUCATION: A Resource Manual, 1978'
Nationa1 Association of State Directors of
Special Education

,,,,
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APPENDIX IV

OTHER WORKSHOP MTrIZLALS

Tests

Anxiety Scale for the Blind American Foundation for
the Blind

Blind Learning Aptitude Test tniveraity of Illinois
Preas
Braverman-Chevigny Auditory Projective Test American
Foundation for the Blind
Haptic Intelligence Scale for Adult Blind Stoetling
Manual for the Stanford Multi Modality Imagery Test
American Foundation for the Blind
Maxfield-Buchholz Social,Maturity Scale for Blind
Preschool Children= American Foundation for the

Blind
Perkins-Binet Test of Intelligence for the Blind.
Howe Press
Piagetian Battery of Reasoning Assesaments: Adapted
for the Visually Handicapped Short Form A Project
PAVE Univerpity of Texas. at Dallas
Roughness Discrimination Test American Printing House
. for the Blind
Stanford-Ohwaki-Koha Block Design Test for the Blind
Western PsyChological Services
Tactile Analog to the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts
American Printing Wouse for the Blind.
Tactile Block Design Test J.B. Chase

Visibn Tests

Flash-card Vision Test for Children Lighthouse/Low Vision
Clinic, New York Association for the Blind

Near Vision Test Card Lighthouse/Lpw Vision Clinic
New York Association for the Blind

Educational Materials

Sample Tape of Compressed Speech prepared,by Dr. Emerson ,
Foulke, University of Louisville

'Thermoform Materials

41L-IfMap 0 the Mediterranean
Map of the United States
Anatomidtl Drawing
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OTHER WORKSHOP MATERIALS

(continued)"

Simulation Kit

A kit of goggles with inteiChangeable lenses for simulation
of blindness and various"vision impairments - Constance Carter

Films

NOT WITHOUT SIr,HT A presentationf severe visual
impairment - American Foundation for the Blind

:WHAT DO YOU DO.WHEN YOU SEE A BLIND PERSON Demonatratez
the right and wrong ways of dealing with blind persons -
American,Foundation for the Blind

NO TWO ,ALIKE On mainstreaming visually handicapped and
blind students into the re.gular school system - AMerican
Foundation for the Blind

Videotapes

EDUCATION OF THE VISUALLY HANDICAPPED A presentation
by Susan Jay Spungin made for use in the workshop
program - American Foundation for the Blind

"CARRIE", "DARLENE", "JOHN"' "DAVID'and "RICHARD"
Tapes of testing sessions with various Visually handi-=.
capped children. Use restricted to workshops dinducted
by Dr. Morse or Dr. Chase.
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